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In October 2012, the Nobel Prize in Economics was awarded to Prof Alvin E. Roth and Prof Lloyd S. Shapley “for the

theory of stable allocations and the practice of market design”. The official citation reads in part as follows (from http://

www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/2012/press.html):

Stable allocations

- from theory to practice

This year's Prize concerns a central economic problem: how to match different agents as well as possible.

For example, students have to be matched with schools, and donors of human organs with patients in

need of a transplant. How can such matching be accomplished as efficiently as possible? What methods

are beneficial to what groups? The prize rewards two scholars who have answered these questions on a

journey from abstract theory on stable allocations to practical design of market institutions.

Lloyd Shapley used so-called cooperative game theory to study and compare different matching methods.

A key issue is to ensure that a matching is stable in the sense that two agents cannot be found who would

prefer each other over their current counterparts. Shapley and his colleagues derived specific methods [the

Gale-Shapley algorithm] that ensure a stable matching.

Alvin Roth recognized that Shapley's theoretical results could clarify the functioning of important markets

in practice. He and his colleagues demonstrated that stability is the key to understanding the success of

[some] market institutions. Roth was later able to substantiate this conclusion in systematic laboratory

experiments. He helped redesign existing institutions for matching new doctors with hospitals, students

with schools, and organ donors with patients. These reforms are all based on the Gale-Shapley algorithm,

along with modifications that take into account specific circumstances and ethical restrictions.

[The] combination of Shapley's basic theory and Roth’s experiments and design has generated a

flourishing field of research. This year's prize is awarded for an outstanding example of

economic engineering.

It may not be obvious where the mathematics in this work lies. The theory to which the Nobel citation refers

comes from a paper Shapley wrote in 1962 with Prof David Gale, College Admissions and the Stability

of Marriage. It deals with the problem of a college “having to decide how many and which applicants

to admit to most nearly achieve a desired quota.” The authors define what it means for an assignment of

applicants to colleges to be ‘unstable’ and what it means for a stable assignment to be ‘optimal’. Then they

consider a special case in which there are as many applicants as colleges, and all quotas are unity. This

quickly brings to mind the marriage scenario, in which brides and grooms must be matched. They prove

that, no matter how the members of a community comprising n men and n women rank potential spouses,

a stable matching does exist. Their proof gives an iterative procedure for finding such a stable matching.

At the end of their paper the two authors write that they have “abandoned reality altogether and

entered the world of mathematical make-believe.” But they add, “It is our opinion that some ideas

introduced here might usefully be applied to certain phases of the admissions problem.” Over the

decades it has become clear that this conclusion is a huge understatement, for the Shapley-Gale

algorithm has been applied to many contexts since then, just as the Nobel citation states. Thus the

work may be regarded as yet another illustration of “the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics”.

The following article by Devang S Ram Mohan is a whimsical and simplified look at the work of Shapley,

Gale and Roth, loosely based on an expository talk given by Prof Manjunath Krishnapur of the Department

of Mathematics, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. Some of you may not be happy at the use of

marriage as a context to discuss a mathematical concept! But we ask you to bear with us and read on ....
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feature

T

he Nobel Prize presentation ceremony recently concluded in

Oslo, Norway, and like most others, I only managed to read

the first two paragraphs of any article on the achievements

of these men and women. Being a student of mathematics, and due

to the absence of a Nobel prize in that field (rumoured to be due to

a disagreement between Alfred Nobel and mathematician Mittag

Leffler), I find myself drowning in the technical jargon present

in all such write ups. I was thus circumspect when I saw a notice

announcing a talk – requiring no prior knowledge of the subject –

on the Nobel Prize winning work of Alvin Roth (Economist) and

Lloyd Shapley (Mathematician/ Economist).

Walking into the packed hall, I went to the back of the room

and seated myself so as to be able to make a quiet exit in case I

disagreed with the notice on what “no prior knowledge required”

meant. In walked our speaker for the day (henceforth referred to

as Professor), looking pleased at the large turnout. Setting his notes

down on the table he addressed the crowd of eager faces.

Mathematical make-believe?

Mat(c)h made in

Heaven

Devang S Ram Mohan
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“As I mentioned in my mail inviting you all here, I

am not an expert on this subject. In fact, this talk is

more to celebrate the unprecedented event that I

actually understood the work of some economists

and I would like to share my excitement with you.

Feel free to ask me as many questions as you wish

and in turn, allow me the freedom to not know the

answer at times!”

I chuckled quietly to myself, pleased at the

informal beginning to the proceedings.

“So,” he began again, “today we’re going to discuss

the work of Roth and Shapley. They were just

recently awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics

for their work on the matching problem. The

basic problem, initially worked on by Shapley

(along with a mathematician by the name of David

Gale) is as follows. Suppose you have n men and

n women in a room, each man has a list which

rates each of the n women according to who

he likes more and similarly, each woman has a

corresponding list of men. Suppose a marriage

consists of pairing up a man and a woman, i.e.,

to each man a unique woman is associated and

vice versa. For those of you with a mathematics

background, a bijection (one to one, onto

correspondence) is set up between the men and

the women. You are allowed to divorce your

spouse if you prefer the husband (correspondingly

wife) of another person to your current partner

and that person also prefers you to their wife

(correspondingly husband).”

He probably sensed our brains furiously trying

to wrap itself around the idea, because he soon

picked up a chalk and wrote on the board:

“M1 can divorce W1 only if W2 is higher than

W1 on his preference list AND W2 prefers him

to M2. Now, the question is, is there a marriage

arrangement such that all n men and women are

matched, and no one wants (or in this case,

is permitted) a divorce!”

“Such an arrangement IS possible, and not just

that, there is an algorithm by which you can get

this ‘stable’ arrangement, but we’ll come to that in

a moment. Let me first give you a slightly different

example, and one where a stable arrangement is

NOT possible. This is the roommate problem.”

“Suppose you have four people A, B, C, and D who

have to share two rooms (two in each room).

Again, they all have their own preference lists and

the conditions by which you can change rooms is

analogous to the divorce scenario in the previous

example. Now take these as your preference lists

and work out that a stable arrangement is not

possible and tell me what the difference between

the two examples is.”

I whipped out my notebook and began to scribble

furiously on the last page, determined not to lose

track of things.

Person Preference

A B > C > D

B C > A > D

C A > B > D

D C > A > B

I wrote out the various possibilities:

I thought to myself, “In 1), B and C will be better

suited, in 2), A and B will want to room together

and in 3), A and C will want to share. So there is

no stable arrangement! But what is the difference

between this and the marriage problem?!”

Possible pairs

in Room 1

Therefore pairs

in Room 2

Preferences

Room 1

Preferences

Room 2

A & B C & D A is happy,

B prefers C

C prefers B,

D is happy

A &C B & D

A &D B & C
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“Anyone figured out the difference yet?” asked the

Professor.

To my dismay, someone’s hand shot up. “Here

A can choose from B, C, D whereas in the earlier

problem, the men can only choose from the

woman and vice versa. It’s a modern day marriage

problem sir!” he quipped.

Happy with the participation of the audience,

the Professor replied smiling, “That’s right! In

the Marriage Problem, the men ONLY rank the

women, and the women can ONLY choose from the

men, which is not the situation in the roommate

conundrum! Okay, so now that we’ve established

that it isn’t a trivial problem that we’re attempting

to understand, let’s think about this algorithm that

our economist friends have come up with.”

The chalk reappeared in his hand and he began to

write again. I fidgeted around, trying to find the

optimum angle to look at the board from, kicking

myself for my seating choice. I managed to find a

position just as he finished his visit to the board.

“Suppose there are 3 men and 3 women, for

simplicity's sake,” he said, now walking up and

down the length of the board, all the while looking

at his audience. “Suppose that each man proposes

to his favourite lady, and each lady considers

all the proposals she receives (possibly none),

scrutinizes them and keeps the one which is

highest on HER list and rejects the rest. Note that

she does not say ‘Yes’ to the one she keeps, she

just tells him ‘you’re in contention, but hold your

horses, I may change my mind yet’. Now all the

men who are depressed at the outright rejection

get another chance, and they propose to their

second favourite woman, and the same procedure

repeats itself.”

He paused as if for dramatic effect before

exclaiming, “This simple technique is the

algorithm!”

There was a murmur around the audience as

everyone spoke to those sitting beside them,

looking slightly comical. Excited and serious is not

an expression that the human face has learnt to

master!

A faint voice from the back of the room slowly

piped up... mine. “Sir, I can see that it seems to

give a stable arrangement (Refer to Box I), but

how are we guaranteed that this procedure will

ever end, and even if it does, it need not be unique,

right?”

“Good question! To answer the first part, take this

example and try and work it out for yourself and

see that there is nothing that you have done that is

specific to this example.

(Answer on Page 30)

A more detailed yet easily understood explanation

is available in the American Mathematical Monthly

where D Gale and L S Shapley published their

work.”(Refer to Box II.)

Here is my reasoning on why the suggested

algorithm yields a stable arrangement:

Suppose M (for man) is not married to W (for

woman) but yet prefers her to his own wife. We

show that W cannot prefer M to her husband.

Since M likes W more than his wife, at some point

during the algorithm, M would have proposed to

W. Since M and W are not together, that means that

W rejected M’s proposal in favour of someone she

liked more! Thus, W must like her current husband

more than she liked M and hence there is no

instability in our arrangement!

Box I: Reasoning for stability of the arrangement

Man Preference

M1 W1>W3>W2

M2 W1>W3>W2

M3 W3>W2>W1

Woman Preference

W1 M2>M3>M1

W2 M3>M1>M2

W3 M2>M1>M3
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